Transfer-free batch fabrication of large-area suspended graphene membranes.
We demonstrate a process for batch production of large-area (100-3000 microm(2)) patterned free-standing graphene membranes on Cu scaffolds using chemical vapor deposition (CVD)-grown graphene. This technique avoids the use of silicon and transfers of graphene. As one application of this technique, we fabricate transmission electron microscopy (TEM) sample supports. TEM characterization of the graphene membranes reveals relatively clean, highly TEM-transparent, single-layer graphene regions ( approximately 50% by area) and, despite the polycrystalline nature of CVD graphene, membrane yields as high as 75-100%. This high yield verifies that the intrinsic strength and integrity of CVD-grown graphene films is sufficient for sub-100 microm width membrane applications. Elemental analysis (electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and X-ray energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)) of the graphene membranes reveals some nanoscaled contamination left over from the etching process, and we suggest several ways to reduce this contamination and improve the quality of the graphene for electronic device applications. This large-scale production of suspended graphene membranes facilitates access to the two-dimensional physics of graphene that are suppressed by substrate interactions and enables the widespread use of graphene-based sample supports for electron and optical microscopy.